SIPP Transfer in – In-specie Guide
Submitting an investment application as part of a transfer in.
Our investment providers have specific forms requiring completion in order to establish an account with them. You should
contact them for the relevant forms.
To avoid using previous versions of forms, always use the versions on the website. Please do not save versions of the forms to
your personal desktop.
Adviser should obtain the relevant paperwork:
navigate to the literature section of our website
open our SIPP Transfer In Form and complete details
obtain the relevant investment application from your
chosen investment provider and com plete the details
print both forms, obtain client’s signature (where required)
send everything to Momentum with any other relevant
paperwork including list of assets and values (SEDOLS,
ISIN)

We will send the asset list with the investment
application to your chosen investment provider

Investment provider will

Where the relevant
investment provider
permits, we can accept an
emailed version of the
application to get things
started

Before accepting an in specie
transfer we will need to check the
assets to be transferred can be held
within a Momentum SIPP. This guide
assumes ceding investment provider
is not the same as the receiving
provider.

set up the account
confirm if assets are ok to hold, or list exceptions
provider account number and login details

If assets are all okay to hold

If there are assets which cannot be held
Momentum will raise with the Adviser, asking if
we should proceed, excluding the asset we
cannot accept, or cancel the transfer

Adviser confirms how
they want to proceed

Momentum will:
confirm details to Adviser and set up our internal records
Pass on ceding provider details to new investment
provider to arrange re-registration

Investment provider will confirm assets
have been re-registered and ceding
scheme will confirm transfer is completed

Key:
Momentum actions
Adviser actions

If transfer was wholly assets we will ask
for encashment to be arranged to cover
Adviser and Momentum fees

If transfer includes part cash we will
pay Adviser and Momentum fees from
the SIPP

Investment provider
Tips/information

Momentum will confirm to Adviser that
transfer is complete and pass on login
details where applicable
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